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With clients
With confidence
Without limits
One device to manage every document, so you
can spend more quality time with your clients.

Surface for legal professionals
Surface is the single, core device that can replace not
only your laptop and tablet, but also your filing cabinet,
your in-tray, your printer and your legal pad. With Surface
you can access the right document at the right time, from
anywhere. Professional in appearance, simple to use and
reliably secure, Surface helps you win back precious hours
of your day. After all, the most valuable thing you have to
offer your clients, is your time.

“We’ve replaced all fixed top computers, all
telephones from the building… and we’ve replaced
them with Microsoft Surface Pro computers…
it allows our lawyers to work in a completely
mobile fashion.
They can take a call on a headset with their Surface
Pro and move around the building. They can pass
into a meeting room and transfer those calls onto
video conferencing facilities. They can transfer
documents to be looked at by other people with
the same technology, and they can be amended
at the same time. You can do all of that without
producing a ‘document’.
It will change the whole experience that clients
have with their lawyers.”
Duncan Weston
Managing Partner-UK
CMS
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Do more with Surface, Windows 10 and
Office 365 together
Between clients meeting, taking calls, making notes, and
reviewing documents, you don’t have time to waste looking
for the most up to date information. Your time is precious,
and so is your client’s information.
Surface has been designed to accommodate a schedule as
varied and as demanding as yours. It has also been designed
to make the most of the intuitive Windows 10, mobile-ready
operating system and the cloud-backed power of Office 365.
Now that document you need is just a click away- but still far
out of reach from the wrong hands¹.
• Meticulous craftsmanship: Surface’s premium finish
reflects your professional image with an innovative design
that leaves no detail unconsidered.
• Connect in new ways: Surface Dock lets you connect to
external monitors, use all the apps you need at once, and
switch effortlessly between them. Surface Pen makes digital
inking feel as natural as pen on paper. Switch between tablet
mode to laptop mode in seconds to review, edit, sign and
secure documents without ever needing another device².

The right information.
In the right hands
65% of small and medium sized-businesses struggle with
keeping business data secured across devices⁴. Surface with
Windows 10 and Office 365, makes it simple for you to access,
edit, sign, file and share the right documents from anywhere.
Without compromising your clients’ confidentiality.
• OneDrive and SharePoint: Access the latest version of any
document, edit it at the same time as your colleagues and
‘rewind’ to any previous version as needed.

• Reassuring familiarity: Experience brilliant, business-ready
features in a reassuringly familiar Windows and Office
based environment that makes adoption easy for you,
and your clients
• Face-to-face from anywhere: Skype for Business makes
video meetings feel like a face-to face consultations³.
• One-click collaboration: OneDrive and SharePoint make
document sharing and simultaneous collaboration just a
click away with up to 1TB of storage in a secure cloud.
• Industry-leading security: Windows Hello uses biometric
security to unlock your device with facial recognition and
Windows 10 protects data from unauthorized access,
viruses, and malware with automatic updates.

Out-of-the-box integration
Why waste internal resources and risk business downtime
with multiple, incompatible devices and operating systems?
You need a device solution that hits the ground running,
that is fully compatible with your existing IT infrastructure,
and that lifts the burden of support on your IT department.
• Easy setup and management: Surface is intuitive to
use and simple to configure with existing tools such as
Active Directory.
• Smooth integration with existing investments:
It syncs seamlessly with other Windows 10 devices
and platforms. Get more from your existing Microsoft
investment with a device built to make the most of your
existing infrastructure. Run custom applications and
third-party software with ease.
• Microsoft Surface Enterprise Management Mode
(SEMM): Your IT department can secure and manage
the firmware settings across all of the Surface devices
in your organization⁵.

• InTune: Remotely wipe any managed Surface device from
anywhere if it is lost or stolen.

Get in touch
<details to be inserted by local Microsoft channel
marketing team> OR <details to be inserted by local
partner channel marketing team>

Your catalyst for digital transformation

Surface.com/business

1. Office 365 is sold separately from Surface devices. 2. Surface dock and Surface Pen are sold separately. 3. Skype for Business sold separately. 4. Microsoft Windows Customer Segmentation Research, July 2016
5. SEMM comes standard with every Surface device, but requires specialist IT assistance to deploy it. This can be provided by Microsoft or a third-party vendor.

